
Concept #1

Concept - Blinking Hearts (desktop/mobile based) 
The typical heart like icon for example in Instagram, would initially present itself as an animation of going from an outline to 
a solid heart icon in a loop until it’s a pressed by a user to stay in a solid color.

Who is the user? 
The user is somebody who goes through a lot of images, but is lazy to stop and heart an image.  

Where would this application be used? 
Everywhere and anywhere on any device.

Does it control a building? A room? An object?
The control is to make users more aware of the heart, and the blinking heart attracts them to click on that icon.
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Concept #2

Concept - Better Redirecting Page (browser based)
A better redirecting page when a user types in a misspelled site address or domain names such as: .com, .net. or org.

Who is the user? 
The user is somebody who doesn’t pay attention to detail.  Often types in the wrong addresses without any knowledge that 
it’s wrong.

Where would this application be used? 
On any device and anywhere.

Does it control a building? A room? An object?
The control is make the user more aware of what he or she is doing it wrong.  A better redirecting page will help the user to 
remember what the correct address is, and also it will help businesses to brand themselves.

For example, http://biolaquenail.com/ it is spelled wrong; it should be http://biolaquenails.com/ 

The user would be redirected for a few seconds to a page notifying them what they did wrong to help minimize errors in 
the future.
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Concept #3

Concept - Tooltips Breaking Language Barriers (app based)
A program would be for a handy lightweight program to run in the background of an operating system.  The program will 
help and break language barriers to allow the current operating system language to be translated into the desired language 
of another user.  This allows the second person to easily use the software or computer by having a tool tip on every single 
actionable item on the screen. 

Who is the user? 
For language barrier consumers and for technical support technicians who are called around the world.

For example, if an Armenian woman calls a technical support agent in India, they both would have no problems communi-
cating or navigating through the operating system due to the tool tips.

Where would this application be used? 
Everyone around the world who uses an Apple, Windows, or Linux computer.

Does it control a building? A room? An object?
The application would control language barrier issues which ultimately solves barriers between OS and language allows 
more compression for people to use the computer. 
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